
Flag Guidelines
When the national flag is displayed at a camporee or fair booth, it should be placed at the right of those who are 
camping or in charge of the booth and not at the right of those entering the camp or booth.

If the American flag is displayed on a cross-type pole with AY and Pathfinder flags, the national flag should be in 
the middle and a bit higher than the others.
The flag, when carried in a procession with other flags, should be either on the marching righ (the flag’s own right) 
or, if there is a line of other flags, in front of the center of that line. Never display the flag from a float except from 
a staff, or so suspended that it’s folds fall free as though staffed. 

When other flags are flown from the same mast, the national flag should always be at the peak.

When other flags are flown from adjacent staffs, the national flag should be hoisted first and lowered last. No flag 
may fly above or to the right of the national flag (except flages of other nations- see below).

The national flag, when displayed with another flag against a wall from crossed staffs, should be on the flag’s 
own right, and its staff should be in front of the staff of the other flag. 

When flags of two or more nations are displayed, they are to be flown from separate staffs of the same height. 
The flags should be of approximately equal size. International useage forbids the display of the flag of one nation 
above that of another nation in time or peace. 

The nation’s flag should be at the center and at the highest point of the group when a number of flags of states 
or localities or pennants of societies are grouped and displayed from staffs. 

When the national flag is displayed from a staff projecting from a building, the union of the flag should be placed 
at the peak of the staff unless the flag is at half-mass. When suspended from a rope extending from the building 
to a pole, the flag should be hoisted out, union first, from the building. 

When the national flag is displayed other than from a staff, it should be displayed flat, or so suspended that 
its folds fall free. When displayed over a street, place the union so it faces north or east, depending upon the 
direction of the street.

The national flag should form a distinctive feature at the ceremony of unveiling a statue or monumnet but should 
never be used as the covering as a statue or monumnet. 

When displayed on a church platform, the national flag is placed to the speaker’s right - other flags to the 
speaker’s left. When displayed on a church floor, the national flag is placed in the same manner as the platform. 

If displayed flat against the wall on a speaker’s platform, the national flag should be placed above and behind 
the speaker with the union in the upper left-hand corner at the audience faces the flag. 



Flags
Prices Subject to ChangeItem #

031446  Complete U.S. Outfit - (750D) with 3’x5’ fringed flag, 8’ oak pole, stand, tassel, using eagle - 
$101.85

101185  Complete Christian Outfit - (755D) with 3’x5’ fringed flag, 8’ oak pole, stand, tassel, using cross 
- $96.75

337600  3’x5’ Adventurer indoor flag, nylon, screen-dyed, PH & Maroon fringed, for indoor use - $33.30

337300  3’x5’ Pathfinder indoor flag, nylon, fringed, screen-dyed PF emblems reading correctly on both 
sides,    no lettering on background- $63.85

597015  Accessories (8’ oak pole, stand, tassel, & guiding star) for Adventurer/Pathfinder flags - $75.65

597000   Accessories (8’ oak pole, stand, tassel & eagle) for US flag- $67.50

091900  Christian flag only, 3’x5’ nylon fringed for indoor display - $25.80

697485  Freedom Stand, 8 lb 1-1/4” - $17.35

These are the most ordered items. Please call for more information on other items available. 
 

All orders must be made through the Adventurer/Pathfinder Dept.:

Call: (517)-316-1570
OR

Email: pathfinders@misda.org


